3. TERM REWRITING AND REWRITING LOGIC obtain the best trade-offs for the given application.
giveapplc ationa are aiteture.
equations and the quick generation of functionally equivalent alternative implementations. The simple but powerful semantics of rewriting logic provide a natural mechanism 2 . RELATED WORK for manipulating algebraic expressions, using a high-level of abstraction which is afterwards automatically converted
The development for reconfigurable architectures is usually into lower levels of abstraction.
done using Hardware Description Languages, which are inThe design flow is validated by generating polynomial herently low-level. In contrast, compiler based approaches approximations for arbitrary continuous functions. The polyand model-based design offer a higher level of abstraction. nomial generation process is completely parameterized reExamples include the Handel-C compiler [1] and modelgarding polynomial degree, number representation paramebased tools like COMPAAN/LAURA [2] and Xilinx's Systers, word width and polynomial evaluation approaches.
tem Generator [3] .The KressArray Xplorer [4] provides a Different functionally equivalent implementations for the retargetable dataflow compiler and a complete system for resulting polynomial approximations were generated and syncoarse-grained hardware design space exploration. thesized for a Virtex4 device.
Recent work on rewriting based treatment of hardware design includes Kapur's verification of arithmetic circuits 1. INTRODUCTION [5] and the work from Arvind on the specification of processors with simple architectures and the rewrite-based descripReconfigurable architectures are increasingly being used for tion and synthesis of simple logical digital circuits [6] . Aydigital signal processing applications. For using the CAST System [12] . configurable architectures.
A polynomial approximation is generated through an itUsing rewriting logic's simple semantics allows maniperative process that minimizes an approximation error metulating the specification on a higher abstraction level and ric. Two commonly used metrics are the maximum error avoids the inclusion of unnecessary operational semantics and the average error. The approximation that minimizes the that are required in programming languages [10] . The transmaximum error is called the minimax approximation, while formed specifications are rewritten into a lower abstraction the polynomial that minimizes the average error is called the level using rewriting logic strategies that translate the operleast squares approximation. ations into the operators available in the target architecture
The average error is computed as the sum of the squares and the functions available in an external library. The resultof the offsets: ing specifications are converted into compilable code, whose b result is mapped or synthesized according to the target archipl P-af 12= f w()(f(x) -p(x))2dx tecture. The design flow block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . a where [a, b] is an interval and w a continuous weight funcThe rewriting is done using ELAN[1 1] .
tion. The least squares polynomial p that approximates a For coarse-grained architectures, the retargetable datafunction f is:
To find this polynomial, first the scalar product is deThis only requires n multiplications and n additions, whereas fined: ai -(f,'Ti) P(X) = ((co + cl * X) + (C2 + c3 * X) * (X *X)) + (Ti,Ti) ((C4 + C5 * X) + (C6 + C7 * X) * (X * X)) * ((X *X) *(X *X)) on Figure 2 , where each block of the figure corresponds to a (1X-2) d2y -2xd H n(n H l)y = set of rewriting rules. As mentioned earlier, the input funcdx dx tion is given as a set of points (x,f(x)) and therefore it can be They satisfy the following recurrence relation:
any arbitrary continous function. The rewriting rules are pa- It remains to consider however, how pQv) is to be calculated. tion sirnjexp(x)) and sqrt(x), varying the numbers of input
The first solution that comes to mind is to simply transform points and the degree. Figure 3 shows some of the resulting all powers of x to multiplications. However, there are more approximations. efficient ways to evaluate polynomials.
The hardware implementations were tested for the funcOne possibility that is often used in computer science is tion sirnjexp(x)). Two different polynomial approximations Homner's rule:
were generated: one using a 3rd degree polynomial and the [1] Celoxica, "Handel-C for hardware design," Available at:
http:Ilwww.celoxica.com/. 
